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Aim of the study:  The aim of this study in to determine if different methods of pay are 

related to the cost of monitoring the workforce in a predictable way. This 

is done by measuring the effect of variables that are hypothesized to 

affect firm’s choice of method of pay.  

Data and model:  The data used in the study originates from the European Company 

Survey, 2009, and the countries of interest in the study were Sweden, 

France, Germany and the United Kingdom. By using data on different 

determinants of method of pay, a multinomial probit (MNP) model was 

fitted, using a maximum likelihood procedure. The specified, dependent 

variables in the model are standard rate, individual piece rate and group 

piece rate.  

Results:  The variables four the four countries have similar effect on the method of 

pay. Size has the largest impacts on the probability of the method of pay 

among the variables and presents a negative impact between size and 

standard rate in the manufacturing industry. Interestingly, the newly 

applied variable, the proportion of fixed term contract had significant 

effects in United Kingdom and may be a determinant of the method of 

pay, positively related to the group piece rate scheme. Further, proportion 

of high skilled sector, the compared productivity to establishments in the 

same sector and within the establishment and proportion of female 

workers provides significant results for the probability of the different 

methods of pay.  

Conclusions:  The results of the determinants of method of pay seem to be fairly in line 

with the theoretical predictions in Sweden, Germany, France and the 

United Kingdom, apart from systematic differences between the 

countries. The study indicates that the method of pay is, in fact, related to 

the cost of monitoring the workforce in a predictable matter.  
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1. Introduction 
Contract forms play a central role in the contemporary theory of the business and for the 

worker performance (Shearer, B.S., et al., 2008). The importance of different pay schemes 

arises from that labour costs can account for 60– 80 percent of an organizations total 

operating costs and the performance of individual employees is critical to establishing 

effective working organizations. The ability to manage performance improvements and to 

maintain a consistent performance level over time could determine a firm’s success or failure. 

(Blinder, A.S., 1990; Smoot, D.S., and Duncan, P.K., 2008) Researchers, such as Lazear and 

Ouyer (2009) along with others, have studied the relationship between piece rate and standard 

rate, and its effects on the productivity with the use of individual data, as important examples 

of contracts in personnel policy, and the question of how to induce a higher degree of 

incentives to increase effort. (Shearer, 1997) The research of incentive effects and the effects 

on productivity have been, and still is, researched by several scientists. However, apart from 

Brown (1990), few studies have focused on the firm’s choice of method of pay by 

investigating the determinants of method of pay, which is the aim of this study.   

Fixed wage referrers to a fixed income in each time period that is independent of output, and 

piece rate corresponds to when the worker is paid a fix piece rate for each produced unit or 

performed. (Bosworth, D., Dawkins, P and Stromback, T., 1996) The primary reason for 

inducing a piece rate scheme is to increase worker effort and productivity. Piece rates could 

also be subjected to self-selection (sorting out effect), which occurs when more productive 

workers seek into the firm since they prefer the conditions under a piece rate regime, and, on 

the contrary, the less productive employees leave their jobs. (Lezear, 2004) Previous research 

in the area of personnel economics has shown that firms that offer the employees piece rate 

increase their pay with 10 per cent, after excluding the self-selection effect, which is shown to 

generate half of the productivity increase (Lazear, E.P & McNabb, R., 2004). Despite the 

positive productivity findings under piece rate, piece rate pay is declining while performance 

related pay, more generally, is on the rise. This is due to several reasons. First, there is a 

growing awareness of that worker being paid by piece will focus excessively on the activities 

triggering the payments, often to the employers disadvantage. This has led to increased usage 

of subjective measurements opposed to objective assessments of worker performance, which 

allows the employer to make a more rounded evaluation of the worker’s achievements, often 
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with the help of supervisors and management. Second, the growth in team-based production 

has increased the usage of group-based performance-related pay. (Bryson, A., et al. 2010).  

An alternative to the financial incentives would be to monitor the workers by the help of a 

supervisor. However, monitoring is typically imperfect, which leads to the idea of efficiency 

wages (Ouyer, P and Lazear, E.P., 2009). Most firms offer higher fixed wages relative to the 

market condition and workers exert higher average effort under the fixed pay regime in the 

repeated interaction game. The high skill employees are then less inclined to switch from a 

fixed wage- to a piece rate scheme. Thus, repeated interactions affect contractual choices and 

alter the sorting effect of performance pay and suggest that efficiency wages may be a reason 

to why firms do not adapt performance pay. (Erikssona, T and Villeval., M.C., 2008) Further, 

piece rates can be seen as an inappropriate control, since the management are able to control 

its employees to a larger, and not always acceptable, extent  (Landy, F., Quick, J.C and Kasl’, 

S., 1994). On the contrary, Cornelissen et al. (2010) found evidence suggesting that 

employees working under performance pay get higher job satisfaction, though it’s also 

pointed out that those working under performance pay have greater risk tolerance. According 

to Segel (2006), an increasing number of large industries in Sweden wished to switch the 

piece rate scheme to another wage system, while still maintaining some kind of incentive for 

high effort for the employees. An example of this is using group bonus schemes when team-

based work structure is of importance, which can increase worker productivity significantly 

(Boning, B., et al., 2007).  

The theory of determinants of methods of pay is fairly straightforward. It states that in the 

essence, different methods of pay offer different approximations to pay-for-performance 

incentive for employees and these methods carry different costs. Where performance is easily 

observed, the link between pay and performance will be stronger. This corresponds, for 

example, to where there are piece rates, but such accuracy of performance is likely to be 

expensive. Across jobs within firms, variation in costs and benefits of precision of monitoring 

are hypnotized to explain part of the choice of the method of pay. This hypothesis has 

received considerable support in the area of personnel economics, which is limited in its set of 

empirical analysis. (Ewing, B.T., 1996; Brown, C., 1990) Brown (1990) tested the theory in 

the United States, which states that firms choose their method of pay by balancing the gains 

from performance and pay against monitoring costs. Using data from the Industry Wage 

survey  (IWS) program of Bureau of Labour Statistics the author illustrated that the results are 

consistent with the predictions of the general theory. Thus, large firms make significantly 
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greater use of standard- rate pay relative to the small firms and that incentive pay, such as 

piece rate, is used to a smaller extent were the job contains a variety of duties in comparison 

to a narrow set of routines.  

This study, influenced by Brown (1990), contributes to the research of the choice of method 

pay by extending the analysis to four countries, representing different welfare states. It’s 

interesting to research whether the effects differ, or if they are persistent, despite institutional 

differences among the countries, with the use of more recent data since Sweden, France, 

Germany and the United Kingdom present different models of welfare state. The Swedish 

model can be viewed as an ideal form of a “welfare state”. The country offers institutional 

care in the sense of a minimum of living standard to its citizens’ and has the highest level of 

spending on social protection in the Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development 

(OECD), along with the one of the lowest proportion of income left to independent 

households. Social welfare in United Kingdom differs from Sweden, were benefits and 

services are delivered at lower levels, however coverage is extensive. The French and German 

systems offer a number of protections according to the individual’s position in the labor 

market and France state support for employee financial participation is the strongest relative 

to the European countries. (La Porta, R., Lopez-de-Silanes, F., Shleifer, A. and Vishny, R.W., 

1996) Many companies in the United Kingdom, Sweden, Germany and France provide 

flexible working arrangements to help female employees combine carrier and domestic 

commitments, which is a requirement in the European Union. Sweden has the highest share of 

working mothers in the developed world, around 76 percent. (Europa, 2010) The collective 

wage bargaining has 90 percent coverage and left much to company negotiations, with a high 

proportion of employees in unions. France has the highest collective bargaining coverage, 98 

percent, though; the proportions of employees in unions are very low in the country. United 

Kingdom, however, offers the lowest level of trade union density, relative to Sweden, 

Germany and France, with only 35 percent coverage by a collective wage agreement, with 

large differences between the public and the private sector, where a larger share of the public 

sector are union members. In Germany, around 62 percent are covered by collective 

bargaining at industry level and around 20 percent of the employees are members in unions. 

(Fulton, L., 2011)  

The aim of this study is to research the extent to which the determinants of method of pay 

affect an establishment’s choice of payment, and to study if there are systematic similarities in 

this respect between Sweden, Germany, France and the United Kingdom. Moreover, weather 
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the use of different methods of pay is related to the cost of undertaking the monitoring that the 

methods of pay require in predictable ways for the size of the establishment, high skilled 

sector, in all four countries. The study is conducted by measuring the estimated effect of 

variables that are hypothesized to affect firm’s choice of method of pay; establishment size, 

high skilled sector, technology, female proportion, proportion of fixed term contracts (which 

has not been tested in this manner before) and collective wage coverage. The methods of pay 

distinguished in the study are standard rate, individual piece rate and group piece rate. With 

the use of a multinomial probit-model, which fits the data via maximum likelihood, and the 

distinguished payment regimes, the determinants of method of pay are allowed to be studied 

in a distinct manner. The establishments taking part in the study are from eight different 

industries. The data originates from the European Company Survey, 2009, and the countries 

of interest are Sweden, France, Germany and United Kingdom. The results show that the 

theoretical predictions seem to be fairy in line with the determinants of method of pay in the 

countries of interest.  

The outline of this study is as follows; in section 2 the theoretical models are presented, 

researching piece rates versus standard rate (salary) and lastly including merit pay, followed 

by discussing the determinants- and hypothesis of method of pay included in the study. 

Section 3 presents the data, descriptive statistics and variable formulation used in the study. In 

section 4, the model is presented. Since the dependent variable is categorical, a multinomial 

probit model has been chosen. Section 5 gives a presentation of the results for each country 

and the probabilities of them using specified methods of pay and profit sharing, along with a 

model including all countries to give an overview of the hole dataset. Lastly, in section 6 

conclusion and concluding remarks are stated.  
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2. Theoretical Framework 
The theoretical framework contributes to the understanding of how monitoring costs may 

affect the choice of method of pay, especially through the determinants size and high skilled, 

by providing a two- and three-choice model. This calumniates into the effects that the 

determinants of method of pay are likely to have on the establishment’s choice of payment 

scheme, to give a deeper insight in the subject.  

2.1 Definitions 
The most important feature distinguishing a piece rate from a salary (time rate) is that the 

worker’s piece rate payment, in a given period of time, is related to the output produced by 

the worker during that time period (Shearer, B., et al., 2008). The performance related pay 

schemes has generally been viewed as a response to the principal- agent existent in the 

employment relationship. Workers can vary in effort, their cooperation with collogues and 

management and their contribution to improving inputs. Thus, mechanisms are needed to 

ensure that workers (agents) undertake their work in a manner that is consistent with the 

interest of the employer (principal). The principal- agent problem can be addressed with 

closed monitoring of workers’ performance. However, this can also prove to be costly due to 

the need to pay a supervisor. Further, the monitoring can be viewed as a lack of trust in their 

workers and can encourage behavior based on narrow unprincipled motives. An alternative is 

to design incentive schemes rewarding individual- or group output. Hence, greater efforts 

from the workers’ are induced, and at the same time, workers are encouraged to committing to 

the organizations goals and values. (McNabb, R.,Whitfield, K., and Sengupta, S., 2007) 

Examples of workers under piece rate schemes are salesmen who are paid on a strict 

commission basis are piece rate workers. They usually are compensated as a direct and linear 

function of sales, receiving no fixed income. Piece rate workers receive  

(1)   

where wt is compensation in period t, and q is worker output in period t. Although 

performance pay contracts are common, most workers receive a standard rate or, in other 

words, an annual salary.  A salary, in its purest sense, is defined as compensation depending 

on the input, in a given time period. Thus, salary depends on some measure of effort. 

Government employees fit the salary classification well. The compensation is independent 

from the output of the worker and depends strictly on time worked. Certain tasks are required 
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and employees fall at risk of being dismissed when effort falls below the specified standard. 

Salary workers receive  

(2)   

where Et is some measure of effort in period t. The measure of effort may be hours worked 

and is not related to the output performance of the worker. (Lazear, E.P., 1986; Ouyer, P and 

Lazear, E.P., 2009) A large share of jobs falls somewhere in-between the time rate- and the 

piece rate scheme. Managers in major corporations, for example, receive a large share of their 

compensation as a fixed amount, independent of the period’s output. At the same time it is not 

uncommon for them to receive a bonus, directly linked to the period’s output. The bonus 

component is often flexible and is essentially piece rate. (Ouyer, P and Lazear, E.P., 2009) 

2.2 Sorting of workers among firms  
The large cost when using a piece rate is that output must be monitored periodically to 

determine the salary of the worker. The extreme version of salary pay requires no monitoring 

of output. Two models are discussed below, which sorts workers among firms by ability and 

by effort. 

In the simplest model of this sort the individual worker productivity is fixed and effort is not 

an issue. Lazear (1986) assumed that the method of pay sort workers among firms. The 

workers know their productivity but the firms do not unless they pay a monitoring cost of θ. 

Under these circumstances, as long as the θ is positive, some employees can prefer fixed 

salary firms since it costs the employee θ to distinguish himself from his peers. Hence, when 

the difference in ability is small, it does not pay off to bear the cost. However, there always 

exist some group of “least able” workers that are made better off by sorting into firms that do 

not use recourses on measuring output. Instead, the firms assume that they have attracted low- 

ability workers and pay accordingly. An increase in the monitoring cost increases the fraction 

of workers who prefer time rate, when ranged on ability values. (Lazear, E.P., 2000; Booth, 

A., and Frank, J., 1999) An alternative model is to emphasize worker effort instead.  The key 

difference between these models is that effort is controlled by the worker but can be 

manipulated by the firm by offering appropriate incentives. In the alternative model workers 

are assumed to find greater effort distasteful and it must be assumed that there is some 

minimum level of effort that can be monitored cheaply. If there were no minimum level of 

effort that the firm could easily verify, employees would set effort equal to zero. Thus, the 
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firm would not survive. It is assumed that time rate firms discharge workers that do achieve 

the minimum level of effort and workers with larger marginal cost of disutility chooses to 

work under a standard rate scheme. Higher effort is costly to the worker since it is physically 

or mentally draining. (Lazear, E.P., 2000; Cornelissen, T., et al., 2010) Copeland and Monnet 

(2009) found that incentive schemes do have a large effect on productivity; however, there 

also exists a cost for the worker when raising effort. This leads to a lower, total net effect of 

welfare (if welfare is defined as output produced minus the cost of effort) in comparison to 

when not taking the cost of effort into consideration.  

Obvious, overall, implications of these models are that salary firms have a work force of 

lower quality relative to firms paying piece rates. (Lazear, E.P., 2000) The higher ability 

workers select firms where performance has a payoff and low ability workers select firms 

where performance has no effect on salary. Firms are assumed to know this and they adjust 

their salaries accordingly. Further, workers paid piece rates will have higher earnings, given 

occupation, relative to workers paid time rate. Available evidence supports this prediction 

(Pencavel, J., 1977; Seiler, E., 1984; Shearer, B., 2003). It’s also argued that productivity in 

piece rate firms is higher than in time rate firms. It’s important to bear in mind that under 

performance related pay, firms may attract the most productive employees, and the less 

productive are sorted out. If this sorting out effect is not accounted for, the efficiency 

observed when comparing a piece rate scheme with a time rate scheme may be overly 

attributed to the incentive effect of piece rate pay. The distinction between the selection- and 

the incentive effect is not easily documented empirically. (Eriksson, T and Villeval, M.C., 

2008). 

2.3 The three-choice model 
To make it possible to develop three wage-setting methods, Brown (1990) developed some 

generalization of wage regimes. Standard rate is only marginally dependent on the 

performance; merit pay depends mostly on supervisors’ perceptions and evaluations and 

might take the form of a competition, where each worker’s ratings might be dependent on the 

supervisors’ perceived performance level of that worker, relative to the rest of the employees 

in the firm; and piece rate is mostly dependent on productivity. Personick (2001) argued that 

for some time rated blue-collar workers the assumption that time rate is unrelated to 

productivity is excessively restrictive. Some time rate workers receive wages that depend on 

job category or seniority instead of performance. Others receive wages that are individually 

set based on supervisors’ perception of their productivity. However, based on these 
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generalizations by Brown (1990 and 1992), a three choice model was developed, which is 

illustrated in figure 1 and explained in the text below. The three choice-model maintains the 

basic structure of the piece rate versus the time rate literature. The workers in the model differ 

in productivity per period and are assumed to know their productivity and ability. However 

such information is, as discussed, costly for the firm to obtain.  

Assume three intensities of monitoring. For any monitoring approach, j, the expected wage 

offered to an employee with quantity q is a linear function of q (function 5). bj represents a 

firm’s chosen method of pay, and could in this sense correspond to standard rate, merit pay or 

piece rate. Standard rate has the lowest monitoring intensity, thus bj would be close to zero, 

and piece rate has the highest monitoring intensity, meaning that bj would be close to one 

under a piece rate scheme. If bj would be close to one, aj would be close to zero. The 

statistical discrimination literature of Lundberg and Startz (1983) illustrated that the relation 

between worker quantity and expected wage is steeper the more accurate the monitoring is. 

(5)    

This means that bj will be larger the more accurate the productivity indicator is in function 

(5). When using all three monitoring intensities b1 < b2 < b3, aj corresponds to a1 > a2 > a3. 

This is true since the cost of monitoring workers is presumed to be lower under a time rate 

relative to a merit pay or piece rate, and the accuracy of measuring physical output is lower. 

The cost of monitoring is subtracted from a worker’s output when setting the wage. Hence 

this difference in monitoring contribute to the ranking of a’s.  

S represent standard rates, M represent merit pay and P represent piece rates in figure 3, 

below. The figure illustrates a three-method generalization of Leazer’s model. In this model 

the monitoring intensity bs could be greater than zero and bp could be less than one. The main 

difference in the model, relative from figure 1, is that merit pay is included as an intermediate 

method of pay. 
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Figure 1. Standard Rate, Merit Pay and Piece Rate Firms (Brown, C., 1992, pp. 368) 

The use of the three monitoring intensities and their associated method of pay changes with 

the cost of using a particular monitoring intensity, or with the benefit of better performance 

indicator. This means that an increase in θj leads to a downward shift in wj (q) and the number 

of workers who works under that specific method of pay falls. It is further assumed that the 

benefit of better performance indicators are larger were differences in worker productiveness 

are larger. Expenditure to access performance would not be profitable if all workers were to 

be equally productive. To explain this in a more precise manner, assume that wage offers are 

(6)     

The function is similar to function (5) above, however v is included in function (6). v depends 

on the sensitivity of output to worker quality. In figure 3, v is initially equal to 1. If letting v 

increase, the boundary between pay method standard rate and merit pay workers, q1, will 

change. q1 is defined by  

(7)      

Assumed that the effects of a changed v are not completely undone by following changes in 

response to positive profits, an increase in v reduces q1 (and q2). Thus, reducing the use o 

standard rates and increasing the use of piece rates, as can be illustrated in figure 3. Brown 

(1990) continues to explain how the three-method model works when worker effort varies in 

response to wage incentives. A workers who exerts effort E produces output E and earns an 
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expected wage of aj + bjE when working under method of pay j. A worker possessing energy 

level, or ability, N has a utility according to Uj = aj + bjE – E2/N. Worker maximizes utility by 

choosing effort level E* = bjN/2. By choosing E* worker earns w*j = aj + b2
j N/2 and attains 

utility U*j = aj + b2
j N/4. If plotting U*j(N), a diagram like figure 1 would be used. However, 

instead of using wj and q in the axes, U* and N replaces those values. Thus, worker chooses 

the method of pay offering the highest level of U*j and are sorted according to N, as in the 

effort model above. The merit-pay workers would, once again, receive a wage in-between the 

standard rate- and the piece rate workers. The model considers the supply of labor to a given 

industry or occupation as given. This is a strong assumption and it is not clear how it may be 

relaxed.  

2.4 Hypothesized impact on the determinants of method of pay 
The model above predicts that the use of a specific method of pay should be controversially 

related to the cost of using it. Continuing, the standard rate should be more common, and the 

piece rate less common, where the difference in productivity among workers is small. Factors 

related to determinants of method of pay are discussed in the literature of method of pay and 

personnel texts. (Brown, C., 1990; Lazear, E.P., 1986) 

Stigler (1962) argued that large establishments have a disadvantage in monitoring workers 

since it is hard to judge ability and performance when the number of employees is large. Size 

of the establishment is a common citrated indicator of monitoring cost in economic literature 

and he stated that men with high ability should in general enter smaller establishments, since 

smaller establishments have better opportunities of judging ability and performance relative to 

a large-scale employer. When looking closer at the Stigler argument, it is clear that greater 

monitoring costs, in this sense, correspond to an increase in the monitoring cost of merit pay, 

rather than an increase in the monitoring cost of piece rate. Thus, Cleland (1955) and 

Heywood et al. (1997) argued that the monitoring cost of piece rates should be lower in large 

establishments since the entailed fixed cost of piece rate can be spread over more workers and 

large establishments are expected to make greater use of piece rates.   

The level of high skilled and the importance of quality of output have opposite effects on the 

method of pay, and it is often assumed that high skilled jobs require accuracy and are 

sensitive to differences in worker quality. Beach (1980) and Applebaum et al. (2000) belived 

that high skilled jobs, which is those jobs requiring an academic education or similar work 
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experience, should gain higher utility from precise monitoring and use piece rates to a larger 

extent, given occupation. However, Pencavel (1977), Paarsch and Shearer (2000), pointed out 

that when accuracy and quality are of importance, which are often associated with the skill 

level, the monitoring cost of piece rates is likely to be high and the use of piece rate less 

common. This is due to the fact that a piece rate scheme often focuses on measuring produced 

output and may, therefore, penalize employees when quality is hard to measure. The 

proportion of high skilled used in this study is assumed to reflects the net effect of the 

determinants high skill- and quality, since the “quality effect” might be included in the level 

of high skilled.   

Technology changes may be negatively correlated with piece rate, since increased technology 

often corresponds to rapid growth of produced output per employee. When/if workers produce 

more with the help of increased capital intensity or intensified technology, the cost of piece 

rates will rise (because the average employee in an establishment is able to produce more). In 

fact, often, when employees exercise little or no control over the production pace or the 

produced units of output, piece rates are less common. This is often the case in machine-paced 

production. Conversely, piece rate is widespread in in those industries were workers can 

exercise such control. (Brown, 1990) 

It is argued that the proportion of females within an establishment might affect the method of 

pay. Some researchers argued that women were more likely to choose into piece rate firms 

because of a greater demand for flexibility between work and home attracts women to work 

place technologies suitable for variable pay based on individual performance (Goldin, C., 

1986). Goldin (1986) developed a model and compared a time rate scheme to a piece rate 

scheme. Good performance under a time rate regime was to be rewarded by future promotion, 

since standard rate firms adopt less careful monitoring. This was expected to be effective for 

those planning a stable and long-term attachment to the firm, presumably men. However, for 

those planning short tenure with the firm, presumably females (due to childbirth and 

household work), the promotion was not seen as a proper incentive. Thus, to engage women 

into working hard, piece rate was expected to be more common for the female work forces. 

As expected, Goldin found that women were far more likely to be paid by piece rate, using 

data from 1890 to 1940. Pencavel (1977) only found a very weak tendency for women to be 

piece rate workers using a small sample of Chicago punch press operators. On the contrary, 

research by Parent (1999) suggests that women may not be influenced by incentives, thus 

piece rates, in the same manner as men and Dohmen and Falk (2011) argued that women are 
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less likely to select into piece rate pay, relative to men. This is partly explained by differences 

in risk attitudes between females and males. Meaning, since females are more risk averse they 

should prefer a standard rate scheme.  

Fixed-term contracts are often regarded as an important component of the flexibility of the 

labor market. Temporary workers can be laid off without incurring restrictions imposed by 

employment rights legislation or statutory redundancy payments. (Schömann, K., Rogowski, 

R., and Kruppe. T., 1998) Implicit contract theory developed by Baily (1974) and Azariadis 

(1975), along others, assumes that that employers are risk neutral and employees are risk 

averse. This attitude difference should be beneficial for both partiers when engaging in a long-

term employment relationship, since the worker should be able to reduce fluctuations in the 

labor income and the employer is able to increase the average profit. Therefore, the implicit 

contract works as an insurance to hedge the risk in the labor market. Using data from the 

British Household Panel Survey, Booth et al. (2000) found that that temporary jobs are a 

stepping-stone to permanent work. However, if fixed term contracts do have any effect on the 

method of pay has not been researched in economic theory to any large extents, and it would 

be interesting to include since the study has the data availability. Temporary jobs in countries 

characterized by high employment protections, as France and Sweden, have increased 

dramatically. In contrast, in the United Kingdom, were there is relative little employment 

protection regulation, the proportions of fixed term contracts have remain at the same level. 

(Booth, A.L., Francesconi, M., and Frank, J., 2000; Holmlund, B and Storrie, D., 2002) The 

author’s hypothesizes is that a large share of fixed term contracts could imply promise of 

future work, which motivates the worker of working hard. In this case, the share of fixed term 

contract should not have any significant impact on the method of pay. However, a large share 

of fixed term contracts could imply large variations in the workload, and thus, larger 

uncertainty of the promise of future work. A piece rate offer could make up for the lacking 

promise of future duration and avoid a possibly lower worker performance.  

Unions standardize wages by decreasing differentials across- and within jobs. This often leads 

to the use of standard rate wages, as a protection against the uncertainty of low-level 

supervisors and eliminating wage disparity. (Hirsch, B.T., and Schumacher, E.J., 1988) An 

analysis by Freeman (1982) of this sort focuses on the choice between merit pay and standard 

rate. Brown (1990) felt that this analysis could be extended and argued that a piece rate would 

provide protection of supervisor’s discretion, but would not provide protection against wage 

inequality. Thus, the relationship between unionization and piece rate is hypothesized to be to 
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be negative. In this study, the coverage of collective wage agreement will reflect the effect, if 

any, the unions have on the method of pay.  

Table 1 below illustrates the formal models of the topic and summarizes the hypothesized 

impact the variables have on the method of pay generally. The hypotheses expressed above 

will be investigated for Sweden, France, Germany and the United Kingdom. The differing 

institutional conditions in the countries may affect the effects of the determinants of method 

of pay differently, and it’s motivating to research if the hypothesized impact of each variable 

could present systematic differences between the countries. 

Table 1. Variables, Hypothesized Impact on Method of Pay, and empirical data 

Variable Hypothesized Impact Data 

Size of establishment ↑P          (Cleland and Heywood) Number of employees 

High skilled sector 

Importance of quality 

↑P, ↓S   (Beach) 

↓P          (Pencavel)  

High skill employee share 

Growth in productivity/capita ↓P          (Brown) (1) Establishment 

productivity, compared to the 

same sector  

(2) Establishment 

productivity, compared to the 

situation 3 years ago 

Proportion female ↑P          (Goldin) 

↑S          (Dohmen and Falk) 

Female employee share 

Proportion fixed term 

contract 
↑P ? Share of employees with a 

fixed term contract 

Union Coverage ↑S          (Freeman) Share covered by collective 

wage agreement 

P = Piece rate, S = Standard rate. The data used originates from the European Company Survey 2009 (ECS 
2009)  
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3. Data  
Section three provides with a data description and an overall descriptive statistics of the 

variables for all countries 

The European Company Survey (ECS 2009) of the United Kingdom Data Achieve provides 

data from a large-scale representative and management survey among establishments in 30 

European countries. The survey was carried out on the behalf of the European Foundation in 

co-operation with the TNS Infratest Sozialforschung. The theme focus of the ECS 2009 is 

different flexibility strategies used by firms in order to cope with challenges, such as 

variations in pay, workload and problems in Human Resource Management. This study 

mainly contains data from the management survey, which investigates the application of these 

flexibility measures. The unit of enquiry in the survey is the establishment, i.e. the local unit 

in the case of multi-site enterprises. The majority of the establishments are small and medium 

sized. Small sized establishments correspond to establishments with less than 50 employees 

and medium sized correspond to 50-500 employees. The survey itself collects from a sample 

of three sectors, producing industries and private- and public services. The producing 

industries were intentionally oversampled to a certain degree. Moreover, the sectors are 

divided into 15 industry areas; (1) manufacturing, electricity, gas and air condition supply and 

water supply, sewerage along with waste management and remediation activities, (2) 

construction, (3) wholesale and retail trade, (4) transportation and storage, (5) accommodation 

and food service activities, (6) Information and communication, (7) financial and insurance 

activities, (8) real estate activities, (9) professional, science and technical activities, (10) 

administration and support service activities, (11) administration and defense, (12) education, 

(13) human health and social work activities, (14) arts, entertainment and recreation, (15) 

other service activities. Within ECS 2009 developed sampling matrix, the addresses of the 

establishments were drawn at random. The applied sample design reflects a mix of 

establishments as regards the size. The approach taken in the ECS 2009 has the advantage of 

that is keeps the weighted factors for the establishment relatively homogeneous.  

There are four countries of interest used in this study; Sweden, France, United Kingdom and 

Germany. These four countries add up to 5, 511 observations. Further, all establishments used 

should belong to the private sector. The public sector is of less importance, because the 

government generally sets the goals for them, which means that they often due not have a 

profit interest. The study aims to research establishments with similar “main” goal, thus, all 

participating establishments should have a profit interest. Due to this, the public sector is 
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excluded from the study, leaving 4, 250 observations in total for the four countries. Moreover, 

after the removal of the public sector from the sample, industry areas (8) real estate activities, 

(9) professional, science and technical activities, (10) administration and support service 

activities, (12) education, (13) human health and social work activities, (14) arts, 

entertainment and recreation, (15) other service activities were excluded from the study, 

leaving establishments from eight industry areas in the study. The ECS 2009 provides with 

background information for the participant establishments, such as number of employees, 

belonging sector and if it is one of a number of establishments or if it is a single independent 

company, and possible challenges faced by the establishments. Working time arrangements 

are also available along with performance and productivity indicators. Further, the survey 

contains valuable information about the work contracts and system of pay applied in the 

establishment, were information of existing share ownership scheme, profit sharing and if the 

employees receive specific elements of pay dependent on performance of the individual or 

group. Hence, information about number of employees, proportion of high skill sector, 

proportion of females, the establishment’s productivity indicator, collective wage agreement-

coverage and proportion of fixed term contract is available and of particular interest to the 

study. Missing values, refusals and “I don’t know”- answers were dropped from the study, 

leaving the final sample size at 3, 816 establishment observations in total.   

3.1 Variables 
The study collects data from Sweden, France, United Kingdom and Germany on categories of 

establishment characteristics from the ECS 2009; number of workers employed at the 

establishment; union coverage; proportion of workers that work in high skilled jobs (with the 

assumption that quality is high and hard to measure); growth in productivity (by asking of 

compared labor productivity to the situation three years ago in the establishment compared to 

the other establishments in similar sector); proportion of females in the establishment; 

proportion of employees with a fixed term contract. Further, sector of activity, country and 

private sector are distinguished and are used as controls.  

Different methods of pay are distinguished and used in this research, such piece rate, and 

standard rate. Piece rate takes the form of (1) individual piece rate and (2) group piece rates, 

which are depending on the performance of the individual or the team, working group or 

department. According to Weiss (1987), for any payment schedule, larger groups result in 

lower motivation for any individual worker. For example, if the average worker in a group of 

100 members were to double his output, the group output would only rise by one percent, and 
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the individual earnings would not be affected to any greater extent. Unfortunately, the data in 

the study do not include the group size for those working under a group incentive regime and 

piece rates and performance-related pay are not distinguished. This study considers the 

payment schemes (performance-related pay and piece rate) as one. The (3) standard rate is the 

element of pay not offering any kind of piece-rate regime. The single rate and rates of 

seniority are considered as standard rate methods if they are existent. Further, since merit pay 

cannot be distinguished in the data, it will also be included as a standard rate method. These 

methods of pay are distinguished by asking each establishment which proportion of method of 

pay (one or several) they offer. The proportion of each method of pay in an establishment is 

used to distinguish and model the results.  

Table 2 illustrates the average distribution of the variables of establishments in Sweden, 

France, United Kingdom and Germany, by method of pay for all 3 816 observations. 

Establishments can offer more than one method of pay and can be assigned to several 

methods of pay, since the data in the study does not allow for clear distinctions of the method 

of pay for each establishment. Hence, an establishment could offer both individual piece rate 

and group piece rate. Weighted averages are used to divide the establishment method of pay-

share between individual piece rate and group piece rate in table 2, to give an overview of the 

data. Note that there are different types of units demonstrated in the table! 
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics, average distribution of the variables, by method of pay 

           Establishment using: a   

Variable Unit Standard rate  Ind. piece rate  Group piece rate  

Method of pay, total 
distribution 

% 57 17 26 

Size Number of employees 43 170 192 

Proportion of high-
skilled 

% 22 25 28 

Productivity sector (1) a lot better;  
(2) somewhat better:                  
(3) average for the 
industry          
(4) below average 

3 2 2 

Productivity 
establishment 

(1) Increased 
considerably;          
(2) Increased slightly;                
(3) the same;       
(4) decreased 

2 2 2 

Proportion of 
females 

% 39 39 36 

Coverage of 
collective wage 
agreement 

% 66 68 65 

Proportion fixed 
term 

% 6 9 10 

a: The three pay regimes, standard rate, individual- and  group piece rate add together up to 100%, apart from 
possible rounded errors for the method of pay (1:st row) 

Table 2 illustrates that standard rate is the most usual method of pay, according to the dataset, 

with a majority of 57 percent. The variable size, measured by the number of employees, 

shows that, on average, there are 43 employees in a standard rate firm. This number of 

employees is higher for firms offering piece rates, which gives some indications that large 

firms may use piece rates more often than standard rate. The proportion of high skilled is at 

highest for the group piece rate scheme, with 28 percent on average, and lowest for the 

standard rate scheme. Although the difference is not very large, signaling than high skilled 

prefer piece rates. The two variables “productivity sector” and “productivity establishment” 

measures the productivity of an establishment, compared to those in the same sector, and the 

latter, the productivity in an establishment, compared to the situation three years ago. The 

variables are used as an attempt to pick up technology changes in this study, which suggests 

that the productivity in an establishment with a piece rate scheme is higher, on average, 

compared to an establishment with standard rate scheme, when comparing to establishments 
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in the same sector. Technology changes are hypothesized to affect the method of pay in the 

opposite way. On average, the productivity in an establishment compared to the situation 

three years ago, is similar for all three methods of pay.  

The proportion of females is revealed to be three percentage points lower for group piece 

rates, relative to standard rate and individual piece rate, indicating that fewer women choose 

into group piece rate, relative to the other piece rate regimes (on average). The coverage of 

collective wage agreement is quite evenly spread among the methods of pay. It demonstrated 

that a coverage of around 60-70 percent for all method of pays. If one would compare this to 

Brown’s (1990) data, which is from the 1980s, it can be seen that the there is a larger 

coverage of wage agreement today on average, according to the sample.  Freeman (1982) 

argued that the union status is related to the method of pay and unionized establishments are 

more likely to make use of standard rates, as mentioned above. On average, the coverage for 

the individual piece rate regime is the highest, thus indicating little support for Freeman’s 

hypothesis. The proportion of fixed term contract, on average, indicates higher usage of fixed 

term contract, with 3-4 percentage units higher relative to standard rate on average, under 

piece rate schemes.  

Looking at the four countries separately, Sweden, with 729 observations, and France, with 

957 observations, have the lowest percentage of performance pay, relative to the other 

countries, with 38 percent. Within the industry manufacturing, establishments in both 

countries offer performance pay in around 40 percent of all cases, according to the data. In 

Germany, performance pay is more common than standard rate, since more than half of the 

1098 observation in Germany offer performance pay (53 percent). Thus, the manufacturing 

industry in Germany offers performance pay more frequently than standard rate, according to 

the data. United Kingdom offers standard rate in more than half of all establishments, and 

performance pay is most commonly used within manufacturing and construction among the 1 

032 observations.  
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4. Empirical specification  
Section 4 provides with a description of the model and how the variables are formulated. 

Further, a discussion about potential endogeneity problem in the study is contributed.  

Since the dependent variables of interest, the method of pay can take three values and the 

regresses are unordered; the study will use a multinomial probit model. The multinomial 

probit (MNP) model is used to predict several correlated binary outcomes jointly (Gujarati, 

D.N., and Porter. D.C., 2009). Multinomial models often rely on the assumption of 

independence of irrelevant alternatives, which is not always desirable. It relies on the 

assumption that a choice does not rely on the presence or absence of other alternatives, thus 

irrelevant alternatives. One example often used when explaining the IIA is taking a car or a 

bus to work. The probabilities of taking a red bus or a blue car to work should not change if 

we add an additional possibility to the set of choices, such as a black bus. Studies show that 

individual often violates this assumption when making choices. However, the MNP-model 

attempts to explain the relative effect of explanatory variables on different outcomes and 

assumes that the error terms, εi’s, are normal and thus, it is possible for the error terms to be 

correlated across alternatives. By this, the model potentially removes the problem of IIA. The 

error terms in the MNP model are assumed to be independent, standard, normal and random 

variables. The model fits data via maximum likelihood, were the maximum likelihood selects 

values of the model parameters and produce a distribution that gives the observed data the 

greatest probability (Long, S.J. and Freese, J., 2006) Formally, the outcomes, Yi, are 

described as being categorically distributed data. Each outcome, h, is determined by an 

unobserved probability, pi,h which is specific to an outcome and related to the explanatory 

variables.  

(8)             
 
where  denotes the expected value of Yi., thus the choice of method of pay. (Dr. 

Reinhard. H., 2012) If an establishment offers standard rate exclusively, the dependent 

variable will be coded as 0, which will be the baseline for comparison. If an establishment 

offers individual piece rate as a majority it will be coded as 1, and if offering group piece rate 

as a majority it will be coded as 2. The regression model is limited in its ability to estimate 

correlations with the method of pay schemes not observed in the study. Thus, note that the 

piece rates are not distinguished from performance pay, generally, and that standard rate is the 

assumed contract choice of the firm in the study, if the firm does not offer any performance 
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related pay. Further, it needs to be considered that workers in particular professions or 

occupations are normally not free to choose between contract types, causing some restrictions 

to the study (Bryson, A., et al., 2010).  

4.1 Variable formulation 
The result illustrates how each explanatory variable affects the probability of an event 

occurring. The results will be presented for one country at a time by using the marginal effects 

after MNP model, thus demonstrating possible similarities and differences between the four 

countries and which method of pay has the highest probability of occurring given each 

explanatory variable. Further, the marginal effects as a hole of the four countries will be 

presented in table 6. Significant variations between the variables are also included, to give a 

deeper insight of the difference of variables between each country, relative to Sweden. 

The three methods of pay distinguished from the data, are created into one dummy variable, 

called the “method of pay”, which is the dependent variable in the multinomial probit-model. 

The different methods of pay in an establishment are distinguished and some establishments 

offer both individual piece rate and group piece rate. To distinguish the two methods of pay, 

the most usual method of pay offered in an establishment will be used as that establishment’s 

method of pay. This means that in table 3, outcome 0 is defined as establishments offering 

standard rate exclusively, outcome 1 is defined as establishments offering a majority of 

individual piece rate and outcome 2 is defined as establishments offering a majority of group 

piece rate. Outcome 0, which represents standard rate, is the baseline in the model.  

Table 3. Dependent variable 

 Variable  Definition of variable Units  Type 
Dependent      
Dummy, Method 
of pay 

 Standard rate and the majority of 
individual piece rate or group 
piece rate within an 
establishment  

% Quantitative 

       Standard rate Ind. Piece rate Gr. Piece rate 
 Outcome 0 1 0 0 
 Outcome 1 0 1 0 
 Outcome 2 0 0 1 
 

Further, the formulation of the independent variables is described. The ECS 2009 data allow 

for measurements of determinants of method of pay listed in Table 1. The size of 

establishments is coded in 10 different categories of size, by assigning the establishment size 
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to each category. An employee is assigned as one, independently of part-time or fulltime 

work; 10-19, 20-49, 50-99, 100-149, 150-199, 200-249, 250-299, 300-399, 400-499, and 

500+. Establishments with less than 10 employees will not be included in the sample. Further 

more, the establishment size squared will be used, since it is reasonable to believe that as size 

increases, the use of piece rate will decrease, however in a diminishing rate. The employee 

high skill share and proportion of female share in each company can be computed from the 

ECS 2009 worker record directly. High skilled jobs imply jobs, which usually require an 

academic degree or a comparable qualification. Variables of female share and high skilled 

share, both divided in seven share categories are based directly on each firm’s management 

answers in the report. The assigned categories are as followed; none at all, less than 20 

percent, 20 to less than 40 percent, 40 to less than 60 percent, 60 to less than 80 percent, 80 to 

less than 100 percent and 100 percent. Further, the study assumes that a larger share of high 

skilled workers implies higher importance of quality, since there is no data existent of any 

direct quality measure. In this sense, the regression will demonstrate which effect; the “high 

skill” effect on piece rate and standard rate or the “importance of quality” effect, is the 

dominant one, according to this study. The data does not allow for individual assessment of 

the workers productivity in each establishment. Thus, the growth in the productivity per 

worker will be measured by assessing the managements view on current labor productivity, 

compared to other establishments in the same sector and, and compared to the establishments 

situation three years ago. It is expected that some technological effect from worker 

productivity growth and, in some sense, the capital intensity of the company will be captured 

into the model. The measurements for this variable are relative and are presented in a more 

detailed manner in table 4. However, note that as the number rises, the productivity level 

decreases. Another variable included in the study is proportion of workers with fixed term 

contract, which also can be found in the ECS 200, also divided in seven different categories, 

by proportions; none at all, less than 20 percent, 20 to less than 40 percent, 40 to less than 60 

percent, 60 to less than 80 percent, 80 to less than 100 percent and 100 percent. It may be 

interesting to study if the variable has any effect of the method of pay and what that effect 

may be since it is not documented in economic theory. Implicit contract theory suggests that 

the employer and worker engage in a long-term relationship that enables risk sharing, and this 

may affect the choice of method of pay. Moreover, ECS 2009 determines what proportion of 

the workforce in an establishment is covered by a collective wage agreement. The employee 

share covered by a collective wage agreement is coded in seven different categories by 

assigning the share of the collective wage agreement to each category; none at all, less than 20 
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percent, 20 to less than 40 percent, 40 to less than 60 percent, 60 to less than 80 percent, 80 to 

less than 100 percent and 100 percent. Moreover, sector of activity, country and private sector 

are used as controls. Table 4 gives an overall illustration of the independent variables, 

described above.  

Table 4. Independent variables and controls 

 
 

Variable  Definition of variable Unit Type n 

Independent      |     
 Size !0 categories of 

establishment size, between 
10- 500+ employees.  

Number of 
employees 

In-between 
Interval and 
ordinal, 
quantitative 

3816 

 Size^2 Size squared Number of 
employees 

 3816 

 High skilled Proportion of jobs that 
require an academic degree 
or comparable qualification, 
7 categories 

 % Interval, 
quantitative 

3816 

 Productivity 
sector 

An establishment’s 
productivity view, relative 
to establishments within the 
same sector of productivity, 
divided in 4 categories.  

(1) A lot better; (2) 
somewhat better:                 
(3) average for the 
industry          (4) 
below average 

Ordinal, 
qualitative 
 

3816 

 Productivity 
establishment 

An establishment’s 
productivity today, 
compared with the situation 
3 years ago.  

(1) Increased 
considerably;         
(2) Increased 
slightly;                
(3) the same;      
(4) decreased 

Ordinal, 
qualitative 
 

3816 

 Female  Proportion of females 
within an establishment, 7 
categories. 

% Interval, 
quantitative 

3816 

 Collective wage Proportion of employees 
covered by a collective 
wage agreement within an 
establishment, 7 categories 

% Interval, 
quantitative 

3816 

 Fixed term 
contract 

Proportion of employees 
with a fixed-term contract 
within an establishment, 7 
categories 

% Interval, 
quantitative 
 

3816 

 Controls Dummy (s)     
 Private sector Establishments within the 

private sector 
N=1 if private 
sector, 0 if not 

Categorical, 
qualitative 

- 

 Industry 8 sector of activities, 
manufacturing being the 
baseline,. These industries 
are defined as "macro" in 
Stata (controls) 

A bunch of 
dummies defines, 
were N=1 if 
specified sector of 
activity, 0 if not 

Categorical, 
qualitative 

- 
 

 Country  Dummy variables for each 
country; Sweden, France, 
Germany and United 
Kingdom 

N=1 if specified 
country, 0 if not 

Categorical, 
qualitative 

- 
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n= number of observations. Ordinal: a clear ordering of the categories, with some difference between each one; 
Interval: the interval between the categories is equally spaced; Categorical: no intrinsic (no order from highest to 
lowest) ordering to the categories.  

4.2 Potential issues of the study  
Empirical studies in the area of productivity effects on different compensation systems, 

including Lazear (2000) and Paarsch and Shearer (1999 and 2000), have focused on firm-

level data to measure the effect on productivity of different incentive systems. These studies, 

along with others, states that observed methods of pay represent choices made by firms. If 

factors, which are unobservable to the econometric model, affect both the firm’s choice and 

the variables included in the model, then there would be a possible endogeneity problem and 

the results would fail to identify the real effect, which could be an issue of this study. It is 

recognized that the results of this study may have an endogeneity-, and consequential omitted 

variable bias problem or a problem of selection bias. Unobserved determinants of the method 

of pay may directly influence the choice of pay scheme and as a result, systematic differences 

may occur even if the observations are made in similar establishments. This implies that 

questions of causal relationships may be hard to answer, thus making it hard for correlations 

to “turn into” definite causal relationships. Examples of endogeneity problems with this study 

may be that the independent variables might be correlated to the error term, or that the 

dependent variable may cause effects or reactions in the independent variable(s), which would 

be a suggesting of a poorly constructed instrumental variable. It is suspected that the effort to 

measure technological changes through compared productivity levels within an establishment 

and the compared to those in the same sector of activity might have definite endogeneity 

problems. 

 

The issues of endogeneity are multifaceted by researchers. Researchers, such as Shearer 

(2003), have gathered experimental evidence to their studies in an attempt to solve this 

endogeneity problem and therefore it eliminates the need for strong functional form 

assumptions. It’s noteworthy that Shearer’s results of incentive on productivity measures were 

similar to those obtained in Paarsch and Shearer (2000) with a non-experimental data set 

originating from the same industry. This study attempts to overcome the endogeneity issue by 

estimating a reduced form of the model. The ability to generalize the result is limited by 

determined identification, which in turn is affected by the variation in the data and the chosen 

model. The MNP -model permits generalizations of particular correlations between variables, 

and the model includes both the choice of the company and, to some extent, the choice of the 
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employee. While recognizing the potential issues, it is believed that a reduced form of the 

MNP- model may overcome the potential endogeneity problem faced in this study.   

5. Results 
Section 5 displays the results. Table 5 and 6 illustrates the estimated discrete change of the 

dummy variable of the method of pay (dy/dx), from outcome “Standard rate” to outcome 

“individual piece rate” and from outcome “standard rate” to outcome “group piece rate”. 

Further, controls, in the form of dummy variables, are included for each industry, were 

manufacturing is the baseline.1 

Table 5, below, presents the marginal effects after the MNP model for the three outcomes of 

method of pays in Sweden, France, Germany and the United Kingdom, separately. The 

method “Standard rate” is the base line of the methods of pay. Standard rate is the most 

common payment scheme, out of the three, which is illustrated by the predicted probabilities. 

It can further be seen that piece rates are more common Germany, relative to the other 

countries, and conversely, that standard rate is more widely used in the United Kingdom, 

according to the data used in this study. Generally, table 4 demonstrates that a majority of the 

variables points in the same direction for the four countries. 

 

Table 5. Marginal effects after the MNP-model for Sweden, France, Germany and the United 

Kingdom, separately  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  All the results in Table 5-6 have, in addition to the MNP- models, been estimated using ordinary least square 
models, with robust standard errors, for each method of pay at a time. The results illustrated that all the 
determinants of method of pay used in the study went in the same directions as in the MNP- and Probit models, 
with similar significance levels and explanatory powers, which indicates that the probability predictions in the 
tables 3-6 are accurate.	  
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  Sweden  France 

Variables  Standard 
rate 

Ind.piece 
rate 

Gr.piece 
rate 

 

Standard 
rate 

Ind.piece 
rate 

Gr.piece 
rate 

Predicted pr.   0.6668 0.114 0.2191 0.6383 0.1362 0.2255 

Size  -0.1353*** 0.0346* 0.1007*** -0.0191 0.0084 0.0107 
 s.t 0.0319 0.0207 0.0273 0.0276 0.02 0.0247 
Size^2  0.008*** -0.0025 -0.0054** -0.0012 0.0004 0.0007 
 s.t 0.0029 0.0019 0.0024 0.0024 0.0017 0.0021 
High skilled   -0.0322** 0.00382 0.0284** -0.0251** 0.0008 0.0242** 
 s.t 0.0127 0.0083 0.0111 0.012 0.0082 0.0103 
Productivity 
sector  0.0633*** -0.0074 -0.0559** 0.0382** -0.032** -0.0056 

 s.t 0.0211 0.0139 0.0185 0.0191 0.0137 0.0163 
Productivity 
establishment  0.0167 -0.0152 -0.0015 0.0355** 0.0067 -0.0422*** 

 s.t 0.0185 0.012 0.0161 0.0162 0.0108 0.0145 
Female 0.08*** -0.0213** -0.059*** -0.0136 0.0207** -0.0071 
 s.t 0.0144 0.0095 0.0125 0.0119 0.0082 0.0104 
Collective 
wage  0.0184 -0.0106 -0.0077  -0.0179*** 0.0022 0.0157** 

 s.t 0.0115 0.007 0.01 

 

0.0069 0.0049 0.0063 
Fixed term 
contract  0.0224 -0.01123 -0.0112 -0.0005 -0.0389 0.0393 

 s.t 0.042 0.0265 0.0348 0.0353 0.0259 0.0299 
Nr of observation  729   957   

 

 
  Germany  United Kingdom 

Variables  Standard 
rate 

Ind.piece 
rate 

Gr.piece 
rate 

 

Standard 
rate 

Ind.piece 
rate 

Gr.piece 
rate 

Predicted pr.   0.4729 0.2762 0.2508 0.5596 0.1508 0.2896 
Size  -0.1250*** 0.0269 0.0981*** -0.0803*** 0.0182 0.062*** 
 s.t 0.0268 0.0021 0.0225 0.0256 0.0182 0.0233 
Size^2  0.0071*** -0.0009 -0.0062*** 0.0059** -0.0009 -0.005** 
 s.t 0.0024 0.0021 0.002 0.0034 0.0017 0.0022 
Highskilled   -0.044*** 0.0192 0.0248** -0.0273*** 0.0097 0.0176** 
 s.t 0.0139 0.012 0.0118 0.01 0.0069 0.0089 
Productivity 
sector  0.0477*** 0.0009 -0.0486*** 0.0164 0.0145 -0.0309** 

 s.t 0.0165 0.0141 0.0143 0.0148 0.0103 0.0135 
Productivity 
establishment  0.0181 0.0055 -0.0236 0.0534*** -0.0215** -0.0319** 

 s.t 0.0169 0.0149 0.0144 0.0148 0.0105 0.0134 
Female 0.0151 -0.0062 -0.0887 0.0069 0.0153* -0.0222** 
 s.t 0.0115 0.0102 0.0099 0.0122 0.0085 0.0111 
Collective 
wage  0.0142** 0.0007 -0.0149**  0.0006 0.0029 -0.0035 

 s.t 0.0068 0.0061 0.0059 
 

0.0064 0.0045 0.0058 

Fixed term  -0.0406 -0.0049 0.0455 -0.0719* -0.0234 0.095*** 
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contract 

 s.t 0.036 0.033 0.0322 0.0369 0.0249 0.0343 
Nr. of 
observation  1098   1032   

***= Significant at 1 percent level, **= Significant at 5 percent level, *= significant at 10 percent level. Controls are included 

for each industry, but not displayed in the table.  

The results for the variable “size” displays that large establishments, measured by the number 

of employees, are more probable to use group piece rate, relative to standard rate. This is true 

for Sweden, Germany and the United Kingdom, at one percent significance. The correct 

interpretation of the model(s) is that as size increases from one category to another, the 

probability of a group piece rate in Sweden (were the effect is the largest) rises with almost 11 

percentage points. The effect is lower in Germany and the United Kingdom. The increase in 

percentigepoints is around 10 in Germany and 6 in the United Kingdom. Size of establishment 

is the determinants of method of pay, which has the largest affect on the probabilities of 

method of pay, when comparing all of the measured variables to each other. The findings of 

the study support the argument of Cleland’s (1955), which stated that larger establishment 

should use piece rates to a larger extent than small establishments, since the high fixed cost of 

monitoring is spread over more workers. The fact that size squared is a significant variable in 

Sweden, France and the United Kingdom for standard rate and group piece rate confirms the 

assumption that the variable size is exponential and should be included as squared in the 

model, hence, size decreases the probability of the use of standard rates and increases the use 

of group piece rate, in a diminishing rate. Similar to size, the proportion of high skilled in an 

establishment affects the probability of a group piece rate scheme to increase, and thereby 

decreases the probability of a standard rate scheme. This effect can be seen in all four 

counties, which is consistent with the theoretical predictions. Function 6 and 7 explains how 

sensitivity of worker output to worker quality (v) affects the piece rate scheme to increase in 

figure 1, as sensitivity to worker quality increases. High skilled jobs are most often jobs were 

worker output is sensitivity to differences in worker quality. Therefore, high skilled should 

benefit from piece rates, which is supported by the results in table 5, were significant results 

are captured for increased probabilities in group piece rates with around 2.5 percentage points 

in the countries, as the high skilled sector increases. By this, it is suggested that the benefit of 

piece rates in high skilled jobs is greater than the problems of measuring quality (see 

hypothesis for clarification), assuming that there exists such an effect within the high skilled 

variable. However, the effect is not very large.  

 

The attempt to capture the technology change, by the “Productivity sector” and “productivity 
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establishment”, demonstrates decreasing probabilities for piece rates as the productivity falls. 

Therefore, the probability of standard rate grows when the productivity level of the 

establishment falls, causing the probability of piece rates to fall. The illustrated result might 

indicate that there might be a problem with the construction of the variable (since the aim is to 

measure technological progress). There is some concerns that the method of pay might have 

affected the productivity of the worker, causing an endogeneity problem, which in turn leads 

to the results that higher levels of productivity increases the probability of piece rates, or vice 

versa, that lower levels of productivity increases the probability of standard rates. The results 

are not very believable since the theoretical framework suggests that the main reason for a 

piece rate is to increase the level of output, and not the other way around. Most probable, the 

variables failed to measure the technological progress/changes.  

 

The proportions of females working in an establishment are illustrated to have different 

effects on the probability of method of pay in the countries of interest. In Sweden, the 

probability of standard rate increases with 8 percentage points and the probability for both 

piece rate regimes decrease. The effect is quite strong and the findings support Parent’s 

(1999) and Dohmen and Falk (2011) believes of that women are less probable to choose into 

piece rate firms, due to that women are more risk averse and are not influenced by incentives 

in the same manner as men.  In France, the proportion of females in the establishment has 

significant effects on the individual piece rate scheme at the five percent level, were the 

probability of individual piece rate increases as the female share increases with 2 percentage 

points. Similar results can be seen in the United Kingdom. The results in France and the 

United Kingdom supports Godin’s (1986) hypothesis, which states that women choose into 

piece rate schemes since they do not se a long term relationship with the firm and therefore 

have the need to be compensated while their there, and not by future promises. Additionally, 

the results for the United Kingdom show decreasing probabilities for group piece rates, 

relative to standard rate. The coverage of collective wage agreement is only significant for 

France and Germany and the signs go in the opposite direction in the two countries. The 

probability of a standard rate scheme falls with in France as the coverage of collective wage 

agreement rises. However, In Germany the coverage of collective wage agreement is 

illustrated to affect the probability of a group piece rate scheme to fall, relative to standard 

rate, which is shown to increase in probability. The effects are not terrible large but the 

findings for the German firms gives some support to Freeman’s (1982) argument. He 

hypothesized a negative relationship between piece rates and unionization. The proportion of 
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fixed term contracts within an establishment, proved to have significant effects in the United 

Kingdom. The results demonstrates an 9,5 percent increase in the probability of group piece 

rate at 10 percent significance level, relative to the probability of using standard rate, when 

the proportion of fixed term contract rises with 20 percent. This implies that the share of fixed 

term contracts might have some affect on the choice of method of pay. This supports the 

author’s believes; a piece rate could be used to make up for possible lacking promise of future 

work, since a large proportion of fixed term contracts could imply variations in the workload 

and uncertainty of future duration.  

 

Table 6, below, illustrates the marginal effects after the MNP model, including all four 

countries and uses all of the dataset in calculating the probabilities for each method of pay. 

Generally, the effects (direction of effects) in each country are illustrated to be similar in the 

models above. Since the un-weighted, average effect is estimated in the models and one can 

imagine that the size of the sample is affected by the size of the country, it is reasonable to 

assume that by merging the states in one model, better estimates can be obtained. Further, a 

dummy variable is included for each country, to capture possible differences between the 

countries (constants), relative to Sweden. Further, within variable variation between the 

countries is tested for and only the ones with significant effects are displayed in table 6 (all 

the results are displayed in Appendix, 2.6) 2. For example, the variable named “France, size” 

illustrates the difference within the variable size between Sweden and France. This 

interpretation applies to all of the newly tested variables that are illustrated in table 5, the 

baseline being Sweden. Overall, significant differences can be seen for the dummy variable 

Germany and the United Kingdom. The probability of individual piece rate is higher in 

Germany, relative to standard rate. Further, in the United Kingdom the results indicate that 

individual a piece rate scheme is more probable, in comparison to Sweden and a standard rate 

scheme.  

 

 

 

 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 An MNP-model has been estimated to control for significant differences between the variables in each country 
and to take a closer look at if better estimates should be obtained by merging the countries in one model 
(Appendix, 2.6).  
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Table 6. Marginal effects after the MNP-model for Sweden, France, Germany and the United 

Kingdom 

Variables 
 

Standard Ind.piece rate Gr.piece rate 
Predicted pr.  

 
0.5799 0.1709 0.252 

Size 
 

-. 1039*** 0.0326 0.0707*** 

 
s.t 0.0188 0.0139 0.0158 

Size^2 
 

0.006*** -0.0017 -0.041*** 

 
s.t 0.0016 0.0012 0.0134 

Highskilled  
 

-0.024*** 0.0025 0.012*** 

 
s.t 0.0073 0.0053 0.0059 

Productivity sector 
 

0.0501*** -0.0063 -0.0238*** 

 
s.t 0.0109 0.0081 0.0095 

Productivity 
establishment  

0.0328*** -0.0097 -0.0238** 

 
s.t 0.011 0.0084 0.0095 

Female 0.0179** 0.0035 -0.0216*** 

 
s.t 0.0074 0.0049 0.0058 

Collective wage 
 

0.0222*** -0.0118** -0.0143** 

 
s.t 0.0077 0.0057 0.0065 

Fixed term 
 

0.0091 -0.0294 0.0112 

 
s.t 0.041 0.0325 0.049 

France 
 

0.0033 0.0395 -0.0396 

 
s.t 0.0451 0.0374 0.0383 

Germany 
 

-0.1878*** 0.1824*** 0.0163 

 
s.t 0.0446 0.04 0.038 

United Kingdom 
 

-0.0928** 0.0431* 0.0482 

 
s.t 0.0464 0.0378 0.0409 

France, size 
 

-0.01616*** −− 0.1096** 

 
s.t 0.051 0.0464 0.0531 

Germany, size 
 

−− −− -0.0883*** 

 
s.t   

0.0338 
United Kingdom, 
size  -0.1149* −− −− 

 s.t 0.0447   
Germany, high 
skilled  0.0842** -0.0553** −− 

 s.t 0.0402 0.0245  
United Kingdom, 
high skilled  0.1145*** -0.0553* −− 

 s.t 0.0407 0.0286  France, collective 
wage  0.2388*** -0.0981*** -0.1584*** 

 s.t 0.0452 0.0286 0.0326 
Germany, collective 
wage  −− -0.0724** −− 
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 s.t  0.0305  
United Kingdom, 
collective wage  0.141*** -0.0595** -0.0846** 

 s.t 0.0437 0.0301 0.0349 

Nr. of observation  3816   
***= Significant at 1 percent level, **= Significant at 5 percent level, *= significant at 10 percent level. Controls are included 

for each industry, but not displayed in the table. 

Most of the explanatory variables are significant when looking at their probabilities under the 

standard rate and group rate scheme, however not under the individual piece rate scheme. The 

results do not differ to any large extents from the results in table 5. Size is the explanatory 

variable, which has the largest effects on the probability of method of pay, and has a negative 

effect on the probability of using standard rate. Once again, the variable size squared 

illustrates that as size increases, the probability of standard rate increase in a diminishing rate. 

Though, it can be seen that there exists significant differences in the variable size in France, 

Germany and The United Kingdom, relative to Sweden. The share of employees with jobs 

that require an academic degree or comparable qualification affects the probability of piece 

rate positively, relative to standard rate, which is affected negatively. The “high skilled” 

variable also captures significant effects and indicates that it differs from Sweden, in 

Germany and the United Kingdom. The technological change, measured by the variables 

“productivity sector” and “productivity establishment”, illustrates negative effects on the 

probability of using a group piece rate in comparison to standard rates. The coverage by 

collective bargaining does have significant effects on all three methods of pay, distinguished 

in the study. It demonstrates increased probability of standard rates and decreased 

probabilities of both piece- and group piece rates. However, clear significant differences 

between the countries are captured, in comparison to Sweden, with relatively high numbers.  

 

Moreover, note that since the marginal effects after the estimated MNP-model in table 6 

reveals significant differences between the high skilled sectors, size of establishment and the 

proportion of collective wage agreement in some of the different countries, the probability 

impact of these variables on the method of pay should be considered with caution in the 

models in table 6.  
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6. Conclusion and concluding remarks  
The aim of this study was to study if the determinants of the method of pay had affects on the 

choice of method of pay in Sweden, France, Germany and the United Kingdom, and weather 

the use of different methods of pay is related to the cost of undertaking the monitoring that the 

methods require in predictable ways for establishment size and high skill sector. For piece 

rates there are cost of measuring output and determining the relationship between pieces and 

pay. The cost of standard rate is presumably small, however such method of pay does not 

have the benefits of the correct incentive that a well conceived piece rate offers. The results of 

the method of pay seem to be fairly in line with the theoretical predictions.  

Cleland (1955) argued that establishments are expected to make grater use of piece rate (and 

perhaps standard rate) since the fixed cost of piece rates can be spread over more workers, 

which is consistent with the data used in this study. Size is significant and the variable with 

the larges effects in the manufacturing industry for the method of pay and increases the 

probability of a group piece rate scheme in Sweden, Germany and the United Kingdom, 

relative to standard rate. This supports the prediction implied by the models, were difficulties 

in monitoring employees increases the probability of larger firms to use incentive based pay. 

Further, the proportion of high skill sector has a positive impact on the probability of group 

piece rate, relative to standard rate, in all four countries. This indicates that the skill level, 

which is interrelated to the importance of quality of output, has stronger effects on the method 

of pay than do the importance of quality, assumed that it is captured in the high skilled 

variable. Beach (1990) hypothesized that high skilled jobs should make greater use of piece 

rates and less use of standard rate seems to be correct, according to the models (which shows 

decreased probability of standard rates). Thus, as suggested by the implications of figure 1, it 

when worker output is sensitive to disparities in worker quality (which it often is in high 

skilled jobs) the probability for piece rates increases.  

The study attempt to capture technological changes in an establishment by comparing the 

productivity of the establishment to companies within the same sector of activity and 

comparing the establishments current productivity to the one three years ago. The results 
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show that the probability for a standard rate scheme increases as the productivity level in an 

establishment falls, which does not support to the hypothesis of that the cost of piece rates 

becomes larger as the productivity level, here assumed technology, increases. It should be 

observed that the author suspects that the variables may be a failed attempt to measure 

technology, and instead, the dependent variable may be causing reactions in the independent 

variable and reflecting the productivity effect that piece rate schemes is assumed to have on 

productivity according to the theoretical framework (which is, piece rate causes higher levels 

of productivity due to increased incentives).  

Different effects on the method of pay are demonstrated for the proportion of females in an 

establishment. In Sweden, an increase in the female share results in a higher probability of 

standard rate. Using Goldin’s (1986) hypothesis, it can be argued that females in Sweden 

expect a long-term attachment to an establishment and therefore prefer standard rate. Further, 

it is consistent with Parent (1999), Dohmen and Falk (2011) hypothesis; females may not be 

influenced by incentives, thus piece rates, in the same manner as men, when a long-term 

attachment is existent. Conversely, the results for the United Kingdom and France illustrate 

that females prefer individual piece rates, which is consistent with Goldin’s argument that 

future promotion is not a prober incentive for females (reflected by standard rate). I would 

like to argue that the pattern of the labor force participation assumed by Goldin does not hold 

any longer, however, then the association between increased probability of female share and 

individual piece rate is unexplained for. Freeman’s hypothesis, which states a negative 

relationship between unionization, thus collective wage agreement, and piece rates does not 

fare well in this empirical analysis, since significant variables are wrong signed in France. 

The collective wage agreements in France have 98 percent coverage, and the results could be 

influenced by the two percentages in the country without agreement coverage. They could be 

paying piece rates (higher wages) to avoid the threat of unionization, thus influencing the 

results in the study. In fact, the collective wage agreement variable could have been removed, 

but for the sake of the consistency for all countries, it was kept in the study. In contrary to 

France, the results for Germany illustrated an increased probability for standard rates and 

gives support to Freeman’s hypothesis. The proportion of fixed term contracts within an 

establishment, which has not been tested in a similar way before, is significant at one percent 

level for the United Kingdom, were there is a probability increase in the group piece rate with 

9,5 percent, relative to standard rate, as the proportion of fixed term contract increases with 20 

percent. This could imply that as the share of fixed term contracts grows, piece rate is used to 
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replace the lacking promise of future work in the United Kingdom. The results show that 

there exists a negative effect between the probability of standard rates and the proportion of 

fixed term contracts but did not have any significant impact in Sweden, Germany or the 

United Kingdom, which supports the hypothesis that fixed term contracts could be considered 

as a promise of future work, motivating the worker to work hard and, thus, not affecting the 

method of pay.  

 
When looking at the results in table 6 for all countries, the results are similar and most of the 

explanatory variables are significant. However, one should be cautious with the 

interpretations of the results in table 5 and with “all countries” in table 5. There was proven to 

be significant differences between some variables between the countries and the between 

countries as well, captured by dummy variables for each country. The variables capturing 

differences and shown to be significantly different from Sweden was proportion of collective 

wage agreement, proportion of high skilled sector and size of the establishment. It is not 

surprising that there exist significant differences between the proportions of collective wage 

agreement between the countries (relative to Sweden), since France and Sweden has high 

wage coverage in comparison to Germany and the United Kingdom. For the proportion of 

high skilled sector and size of the establishment, the effects of these variables go in the same 

direction, however the difference lies in the probability impact on the method of pay for each 

country. This indicated that, at least, the overall effect of these two variables should be 

correct, and that the difference lies in how large the effect might be. It is important to bear in 

mind that there is an undeniable difficulty of measuring the factors that researchers argued as 

likely to be important.  

Questions of causality cannot be answered definitely with the dataset; more detailed 

longitudinal- and case studies would be insightful. Keep in mind that some effects might be 

overestimated since the method of pays may include other forms of pay, for example; 

standard rate mat include merit pay and the piece rates may include performance related pay 

(more generally). However, this study indicates that the method of pay is, in fact, related to 

the cost of monitoring the workforce, in a predictable way, though the effect might not be 

terribly large. Moreover, it is clear that the majority of the determinants of method of pay 

seem to affect the countries in the same manner. The results suggest that employers choose 

themselves (with restrictions) into firms with the most preferable method of pay and firms are 

predictable (to a small extent) when choosing their method of pay. That flexibility in the 
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choice of method of pay creates efficiency gains, due to better matching between employers 

and employees.  
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Bargaining2, access 20120418 

http://www.worker-participation.eu/National-Industrial-Relations/Across-Europe/Trade-

Unions2, accessed 20120418 
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Appendix 
1. Definition of variables in the MNP-models  
Size_10= Size 

Size^2= Size squared 

Highskill= Proportion of high skill sector  

Sector productivity= Establishment productivity compared to the establishments within the 
same sector of activity 

Prodestablishemnt= productivity in the establishment compared to the situation three years 
ago 

Femaleshare= proportion of females  

Collwage= collective wage agreement coverage  

Fixedterm= proportion of fixed term  contract 

dfrance= dummy France 

dger= dummy Germany 

duk= dummy the United Kingdom 

dfsize= dymmy for the size in France 

dgsize= dummy for the size in Germany 

udsize= dummy for the size in the United Kingdom 

dfhs= dummy for the proportion of high skilled in France 

dghs= dummy for the proportion of high skilled in Germany 

duhs= dummy for the proportion of high skilled in the United Kingdom 

dfsectorprod= dummy for the sector productivity in France 

dgsectorprod= dummy for the sector productivity in Germany 

dusectorprod= dummy for the sector productivity in the United Kingdom 

dfprodestablishment= dummy for the establishment productivity in France 
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dgprodestablishment= dummy for the establishment productivity in Germany 

duprodestablishemnt= dummy for the establishment productivity in the United Kingdom 

dffs= dummy for the proportion of females in France 

dgfs= dummy for the proportion of females in Germany 

dufs= dummy for the proportion of females in the United Kingdom 

dfcollwage= dummy for collective wage agreement coverage in France 

dgcollwage= dummy for collective wage agreement coverage in Germany 

ducollwage= dummy for collective wage agreement coverage in the United Kingdom 

dffixed= dummy for the proportion of fixed term contracts in France 

dgfixed= dummy for the proportion of fixed term contracts in Germany 

dufixed= dummy for the proportion of fixed term contracts in the United Kingdom 

2. Multinomial Probit-models 
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2.1 MNP- model, Sweden  

 (method=0 is the base outcome)
                                                                              
       _cons    -.3636021   .4661965    -0.78   0.435    -1.277331    .5501262
   fixedterm    -.0708038   .1661112    -0.43   0.670    -.3963758    .2547683
    collwage    -.0538817   .0481389    -1.12   0.263    -.1482323    .0404688
 femaleshare    -.3151589   .0607003    -5.19   0.000    -.4341293   -.1961885
prodestabl~t    -.0301561   .0768302    -0.39   0.695    -.1807405    .1204283
sectorprod~y    -.2802473   .0884726    -3.17   0.002    -.4536504   -.1068441
   highskill     .1424523   .0531634     2.68   0.007     .0382539    .2466506
       size2    -.0300331   .0117481    -2.56   0.011    -.0530589   -.0070074
     size_10     .5368473   .1322599     4.06   0.000     .2776227     .796072
_outcome_3    
                                                                              
       _cons    -.4086207   .4900977    -0.83   0.404    -1.369194    .5519532
   fixedterm    -.0978904   .1899164    -0.52   0.606    -.4701198    .2743389
    collwage     -.088183   .0509377    -1.73   0.083    -.1880191     .011653
 femaleshare    -.2422293   .0685589    -3.53   0.000    -.3766022   -.1078564
prodestabl~t    -.1115704   .0863606    -1.29   0.196     -.280834    .0576932
sectorprod~y    -.1379419   .0990087    -1.39   0.164    -.3319955    .0561116
   highskill      .070563   .0592904     1.19   0.234     -.045644    .1867701
       size2    -.0263131   .0136793    -1.92   0.054     -.053124    .0004979
     size_10     .4021418   .1499083     2.68   0.007      .108327    .6959567
_outcome_2    
                                                                              
      method        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              

Log pseudolikelihood = -569.77567                 Prob > chi2     =     0.0000
                                                  Wald chi2(16)   =     116.15
Multinomial probit regression                     Number of obs   =        729

Iteration 2:   log pseudolikelihood = -569.77567  
Iteration 1:   log pseudolikelihood = -569.77568  
Iteration 0:   log pseudolikelihood = -569.94716  
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2.2 MNP-model, France 

 

 

 

 

 

(method=0 is the base outcome)
                                                                              
       _cons     -1.40086   .3819013    -3.67   0.000    -2.149373   -.6523469
   fixedterm     .1292018   .1422975     0.91   0.364    -.1496962    .4080998
    collwage     .0780135   .0289602     2.69   0.007     .0212525    .1347745
 femaleshare     -.001776   .0485819    -0.04   0.971    -.0969947    .0934428
prodestabl~t     -.190648   .0679493    -2.81   0.005    -.3238262   -.0574697
sectorprod~y    -.0769148   .0763159    -1.01   0.314    -.2264912    .0726617
   highskill     .1167675   .0485635     2.40   0.016     .0215847    .2119503
       size2     .0041015   .0097511     0.42   0.674    -.0150103    .0232132
     size_10     .0639999   .1098128     0.58   0.560    -.1512293     .279229
_outcome_3    
                                                                              
       _cons    -1.612956   .4164112    -3.87   0.000    -2.429107    -.796805
   fixedterm    -.1861015   .1593719    -1.17   0.243    -.4984646    .1262616
    collwage     .0384851   .0307706     1.25   0.211    -.0218242    .0987944
 femaleshare     .1223459   .0522194     2.34   0.019     .0199977    .2246941
prodestabl~t    -.0219468   .0687236    -0.32   0.749    -.1566426     .112749
sectorprod~y    -.2186275   .0875477    -2.50   0.013    -.3902178   -.0470372
   highskill      .042789   .0524813     0.82   0.415    -.0600725    .1456505
       size2     .0042082   .0110593     0.38   0.704    -.0174677    .0258841
     size_10     .0704164   .1265533     0.56   0.578    -.1776234    .3184562
_outcome_2    
                                                                              
      method        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              

Log pseudolikelihood = -819.74956                 Prob > chi2     =     0.0000
                                                  Wald chi2(16)   =      91.69
Multinomial probit regression                     Number of obs   =        957

Iteration 2:   log pseudolikelihood = -819.74956  
Iteration 1:   log pseudolikelihood = -819.74962  
Iteration 0:   log pseudolikelihood = -820.18501  
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2.3 MNP- model, Germany 

 

 

(method=0 is the base outcome)
                                                                              
       _cons    -.8108932   .3659519    -2.22   0.027    -1.528146   -.0936407
   fixedterm     .2104862    .143797     1.46   0.143    -.0713507    .4923231
    collwage    -.0701915   .0263699    -2.66   0.008    -.1218755   -.0185074
 femaleshare    -.0537665   .0446591    -1.20   0.229    -.1412967    .0337637
prodestabl~t    -.1029144   .0653186    -1.58   0.115    -.2309365    .0251077
sectorprod~y    -.2311974   .0643319    -3.59   0.000    -.3572856   -.1051093
   highskill     .1539317   .0539983     2.85   0.004      .048097    .2597664
       size2    -.0313192   .0091427    -3.43   0.001    -.0492386   -.0133997
     size_10      .519029   .1027462     5.05   0.000     .3176502    .7204078
_outcome_3    
                                                                              
       _cons    -1.008588    .362949    -2.78   0.005    -1.719955   -.2972207
   fixedterm     .0607628   .1381554     0.44   0.660    -.2100168    .3315423
    collwage    -.0239792   .0262148    -0.91   0.360    -.0753593    .0274009
 femaleshare     -.044479   .0435893    -1.02   0.308    -.1299125    .0409544
prodestabl~t    -.0180652   .0642593    -0.28   0.779    -.1440112    .1078808
sectorprod~y    -.0849243   .0602353    -1.41   0.159    -.2029834    .0331348
   highskill     .1332328   .0520565     2.56   0.010      .031204    .2352615
       size2    -.0156466   .0091466    -1.71   0.087    -.0335737    .0022804
     size_10     .3023676     .10173     2.97   0.003     .1029805    .5017548
_outcome_2    
                                                                              
      method        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              

Log pseudolikelihood = -1070.3881                 Prob > chi2     =     0.0000
                                                  Wald chi2(16)   =     160.66
Multinomial probit regression                     Number of obs   =       1098

Iteration 2:   log pseudolikelihood = -1070.3881  
Iteration 1:   log pseudolikelihood = -1070.3881  
Iteration 0:   log pseudolikelihood = -1070.5243  
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2.4 MNP –model, United Kingdom 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(method=0 is the base outcome)
                                                                              
       _cons     -.502907   .3118631    -1.61   0.107    -1.114147    .1083334
   fixedterm     .3607345   .1373718     2.63   0.009     .0914908    .6299783
    collwage    -.0102483   .0242542    -0.42   0.673    -.0577857     .037289
 femaleshare    -.0696925   .0459398    -1.52   0.129    -.1597329    .0203479
prodestabl~t    -.1720352   .0556219    -3.09   0.002     -.281052   -.0630183
sectorprod~y    -.1083086   .0558961    -1.94   0.053    -.2178629    .0012457
   highskill     .0914923   .0374872     2.44   0.015     .0180188    .1649659
       size2    -.0227921   .0090121    -2.53   0.011    -.0404555   -.0051286
     size_10     .2957532   .0966104     3.06   0.002     .1064003    .4851062
_outcome_3    
                                                                              
       _cons    -1.576067   .3846244    -4.10   0.000    -2.329917   -.8222173
   fixedterm     .0142417   .1550548     0.09   0.927    -.2896602    .3181436
    collwage     .0121023   .0270835     0.45   0.655    -.0409804    .0651851
 femaleshare     .0574509   .0513265     1.12   0.263    -.0431472     .158049
prodestabl~t    -.1846994   .0626096    -2.95   0.003    -.3074119   -.0619868
sectorprod~y      .038082   .0616975     0.62   0.537    -.0828429    .1590068
   highskill     .0885222   .0417437     2.12   0.034     .0067061    .1703383
       size2    -.0137968   .0100443    -1.37   0.170    -.0334834    .0058897
     size_10      .214152   .1085873     1.97   0.049     .0013247    .4269792
_outcome_2    
                                                                              
      method        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              

Log pseudolikelihood = -965.31236                 Prob > chi2     =     0.0000
                                                  Wald chi2(16)   =      74.52
Multinomial probit regression                     Number of obs   =       1032

Iteration 2:   log pseudolikelihood = -965.31236  
Iteration 1:   log pseudolikelihood =  -965.3124  
Iteration 0:   log pseudolikelihood = -965.67336  
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2.5 MNP- model, All countries 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(method=0 is the base outcome)
                                                                              
       _cons    -.9378051   .1949505    -4.81   0.000    -1.319901   -.5557091
         duk     .3213691   .1087406     2.96   0.003     .1082414    .5344968
        dger     .3640972    .094487     3.85   0.000      .178906    .5492883
     dfrance    -.0745081   .0984296    -0.76   0.449    -.2674265    .1184104
   fixedterm     .1608727   .0719038     2.24   0.025     .0199438    .3018016
    collwage    -.0142663   .0140958    -1.01   0.311    -.0418937     .013361
 femaleshare    -.0908566   .0239794    -3.79   0.000    -.1378553   -.0438578
prodestabl~t    -.1344074   .0323622    -4.15   0.000    -.1978362   -.0709786
sectorprod~y    -.1719679   .0333176    -5.16   0.000    -.2372692   -.1066667
   highskill     .1242078   .0228321     5.44   0.000     .0794577    .1689579
       size2    -.0183802   .0047827    -3.84   0.000    -.0277542   -.0090063
     size_10     .3369252   .0530525     6.35   0.000     .2329441    .4409062
_outcome_3    
                                                                              
       _cons     -1.65973   .2219855    -7.48   0.000    -2.094814   -1.224647
         duk     .3449078   .1228331     2.81   0.005     .1041594    .5856563
        dger     .9066917   .1054649     8.60   0.000     .6999843    1.113399
     dfrance     .1109271   .1120917     0.99   0.322    -.1087685    .3306227
   fixedterm    -.0431391   .0777586    -0.55   0.579    -.1955432     .109265
    collwage    -.0042755     .01507    -0.28   0.777    -.0338121    .0252611
 femaleshare    -.0151942   .0254387    -0.60   0.550    -.0650532    .0346648
prodestabl~t    -.0877663   .0339684    -2.58   0.010    -.1543432   -.0211894
sectorprod~y    -.0763322   .0358519    -2.13   0.033    -.1466006   -.0060639
   highskill     .0859355   .0244925     3.51   0.000      .037931    .1339399
       size2    -.0107682   .0051719    -2.08   0.037    -.0209049   -.0006314
     size_10     .2287384   .0573926     3.99   0.000     .1162509    .3412259
_outcome_2    
                                                                              
      method        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              

Log pseudolikelihood = -3478.2939                 Prob > chi2     =     0.0000
                                                  Wald chi2(22)   =     468.81
Multinomial probit regression                     Number of obs   =       3816

Iteration 2:   log pseudolikelihood = -3478.2939  
Iteration 1:   log pseudolikelihood =  -3478.294  
Iteration 0:   log pseudolikelihood = -3479.0793  
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2.6	  MNP	  model,	  differences	  in	  variables	  between	  countries,	  Sweden	  as	  baseline	  

2.6.1	  Marginal	  effects	  after	  the	  MNP-‐model	  for	  Sweden,	  France,	  Germany	  and	  United	  
Kingdom,	  outcome	  0	  (standard	  rate)	  
	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

 dufixed*   -.0474694      .05393   -0.88   0.379  -.153172  .058233   .088312
 dgfixed*   -.0676119      .05349   -1.26   0.206  -.172449  .037226   .169811
 dffixed*   -.0274971      .05431   -0.51   0.613  -.133948  .078953   .144916
ducoll~e*    .1409904      .04374    3.22   0.001   .055264  .226716   .167191
dgcoll~e*    .0509581      .05724    0.89   0.373  -.061228  .163145   .056604
dfcoll~e*    .2388471      .04522    5.28   0.000   .150214  .327481   .050839
    dufs*    .2034818      .11178    1.82   0.069   -.01561  .422573   .004193
    dgfs*    .0199362      .11947    0.17   0.867  -.214211  .254084   .005503
    dffs*    .1374179      .11689    1.18   0.240  -.091679  .366515   .005503
duprod~t*   -.0219818      .04762   -0.46   0.644  -.115312  .071348   .046646
dgprod~t*    .0416324      .04341    0.96   0.338  -.043451  .126716   .055294
dfprod~t*   -.0200213      .04233   -0.47   0.636  -.102985  .062943   .070755
dusect~d*    .0331796      .04407    0.75   0.451  -.053189  .119548   .053197
dgsect~d*    .0452736      .04664    0.97   0.332   -.04613  .136677   .043763
dfsect~d*    .0549443      .05288    1.04   0.299  -.048698  .158586    .03066
    duhs*    .1144563      .04071    2.81   0.005    .03467  .194242   .058438
    dghs*    .0842214      .04023    2.09   0.036   .005377  .163066   .061059
    dfhs*   -.0106326      .06036   -0.18   0.860  -.128935  .107669    .02935
  dusize*   -.1148928      .04473   -2.57   0.010  -.202558 -.027227   .073375
  dgsize*    .0538593      .04246    1.27   0.205  -.029367  .137086   .081237
  dfsize*   -.1616396      .05101   -3.17   0.002  -.261608 -.061671     .0587
     duk*   -.0927646      .04638   -2.00   0.045  -.183668 -.001862    .27044
    dger*   -.1877954      .04455   -4.22   0.000  -.275114 -.100476   .287736
 dfrance*    .0033252       .0451    0.07   0.941  -.085059   .09171   .250786
fixedt~m*    .0091504      .04062    0.23   0.822   -.07047   .08877   .496331
collwage     .0222257      .00768    2.89   0.004   .007177  .037275   4.93213
female~e      .017876      .00742    2.41   0.016   .003332   .03242   3.38627
prodes~t     .0327943        .011    2.98   0.003   .011237  .054352    2.4033
sector~y     .0500863      .01088    4.61   0.000    .02877  .071403   2.49109
highsk~l    -.0240134      .00729   -3.29   0.001  -.038304 -.009723   2.62421
   size2     .0060261      .00162    3.73   0.000    .00286  .009193   22.2235
 size_10    -.1039296      .01881   -5.53   0.000  -.140788 -.067071   3.64125
                                                                              
variable        dy/dx    Std. Err.     z    P>|z|  [    95% C.I.   ]      X
                                                                              
         =  .57993729
      y  = Pr(method=0) (predict, pr outcome (0))
Marginal effects after mprobit
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2.6.2	  Marginal	  effects	  after	  the	  MNP-‐model	  for	  Sweden,	  France,	  Germany	  and	  United	  
Kingdom,	  outcome	  1	  (individual	  piece	  rate,	  relative	  to	  standard	  rate)	  
	  

 (*) dy/dx is for discrete change of dummy variable from 0 to 1
                                                                              
 dufixed*    .0084632      .04305    0.20   0.844   -.07592  .092847   .088312
 dgfixed*    .0163104      .04139    0.39   0.694  -.064805  .097426   .169811
 dffixed*    .0014785      .04282    0.03   0.972  -.082444  .085401   .144916
ducoll~e*   -.0595266      .03005   -1.98   0.048  -.118416 -.000637   .167191
dgcoll~e*   -.0723622      .03049   -2.37   0.018  -.132115  -.01261   .056604
dfcoll~e*   -.0981601       .0286   -3.43   0.001  -.154212 -.042108   .050839
    dufs*    -.068441      .08981   -0.76   0.446   -.24446  .107578   .004193
    dgfs*   -.0673988      .06532   -1.03   0.302  -.195433  .060635   .005503
    dffs*   -.0252182      .09256   -0.27   0.785  -.206642  .156205   .005503
duprod~t*    .0265152      .03811    0.70   0.487  -.048187  .101217   .046646
dgprod~t*   -.0047571      .03014   -0.16   0.875  -.063839  .054324   .055294
dfprod~t*   -.0411399      .02832   -1.45   0.146  -.096638  .014359   .070755
dusect~d*    -.030959      .03117   -0.99   0.321  -.092051  .030133   .053197
dgsect~d*   -.0293844      .02971   -0.99   0.323  -.087613  .028844   .043763
dfsect~d*      .02454      .04398    0.56   0.577  -.061667  .110747    .03066
    duhs*   -.0553125      .02864   -1.93   0.053   -.11145  .000825   .058438
    dghs*   -.0524911      .02448   -2.14   0.032  -.100461 -.004521   .061059
    dfhs*   -.0048428      .04625   -0.10   0.917  -.095485  .085799    .02935
  dusize*    .0453495      .03891    1.17   0.244  -.030904  .121603   .073375
  dgsize*    .0290387      .03364    0.86   0.388  -.036898  .094975   .081237
  dfsize*    .0548284      .04641    1.18   0.237  -.036141  .145798     .0587
     duk*    .0430582      .03784    1.14   0.255  -.031108  .117224    .27044
    dger*    .1824334      .04002    4.56   0.000   .103988  .260878   .287736
 dfrance*    .0395441       .0374    1.06   0.290  -.033758  .112846   .250786
fixedt~m*   -.0294065      .03252   -0.90   0.366  -.093149  .034336   .496331
collwage    -.0118297      .00566   -2.09   0.037  -.022925 -.000735   4.93213
female~e     .0034932      .00491    0.71   0.477  -.006127  .013114   3.38627
prodes~t    -.0096553      .00835   -1.16   0.247  -.026012  .006702    2.4033
sector~y    -.0062981      .00807   -0.78   0.435  -.022121  .009525   2.49109
highsk~l     .0024798      .00526    0.47   0.637  -.007831   .01279   2.62421
   size2    -.0017635      .00119   -1.48   0.138  -.004092  .000565   22.2235
 size_10     .0326065      .01395    2.34   0.019   .005273   .05994   3.64125
                                                                              
variable        dy/dx    Std. Err.     z    P>|z|  [    95% C.I.   ]      X
                                                                              
         =    .170923
      y  = Pr(method=1) (predict, pr outcome (1))
Marginal effects after mprobit
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2.6.3	  Marginal	  effects	  after	  the	  MNP-‐model	  for	  Sweden,	  France,	  Germany	  and	  United	  
Kingdom,	  outcome	  2	  (group	  piece	  rate,	  relative	  to	  standard	  rate)	  

 

 
	  

	  

 

(*) dy/dx is for discrete change of dummy variable from 0 to 1
                                                                              
 dufixed*    .0423937      .04811    0.88   0.378  -.051905  .136693   .088312
 dgfixed*     .046253      .04874    0.95   0.343  -.049278  .141784   .169811
 dffixed*    .0361049       .0494    0.73   0.465   -.06072   .13293   .144916
ducoll~e*   -.0845799      .03494   -2.42   0.015  -.153057 -.016103   .167191
dgcoll~e*     .013381      .05146    0.26   0.795  -.087475  .114237   .056604
dfcoll~e*   -.1584237      .03262   -4.86   0.000  -.222363 -.094484   .050839
    dufs*   -.1333889      .08333   -1.60   0.109  -.296706  .029928   .004193
    dgfs*    .0388615      .11395    0.34   0.733  -.184481  .262204   .005503
    dffs*   -.1282238      .08628   -1.49   0.137   -.29733  .040882   .005503
duprod~t*   -.0018288      .03923   -0.05   0.963  -.078716  .075058   .046646
dgprod~t*   -.0404975      .03481   -1.16   0.245  -.108725   .02773   .055294
dfprod~t*    .0544899      .03904    1.40   0.163  -.022026  .131005   .070755
dusect~d*   -.0017636      .03751   -0.05   0.963  -.075285  .071758   .053197
dgsect~d*   -.0256947      .03875   -0.66   0.507   -.10165   .05026   .043763
dfsect~d*   -.0961691      .03722   -2.58   0.010  -.169115 -.023223    .03066
    duhs*   -.0558004      .03476   -1.61   0.108  -.123923  .012322   .058438
    dghs*   -.0310262      .03683   -0.84   0.400  -.103217  .041165   .061059
    dfhs*    .0135751      .05541    0.24   0.806  -.095035  .122186    .02935
  dusize*    .0623974      .04216    1.48   0.139  -.020236  .145031   .073375
  dgsize*   -.0882768      .03384   -2.61   0.009  -.154595 -.021958   .081237
  dfsize*    .1095976      .05305    2.07   0.039    .00562  .213575     .0587
     duk*     .048155      .04091    1.18   0.239  -.032033  .128343    .27044
    dger*    .0163163      .03997    0.41   0.683  -.062015  .094648   .287736
 dfrance*   -.0396401      .03831   -1.03   0.301  -.114717  .035437   .250786
fixedt~m*    .0112408      .03489    0.32   0.747  -.057137  .079619   .496331
collwage      -.01425      .00654   -2.18   0.029  -.027071 -.001429   4.93213
female~e    -.0217527      .00581   -3.74   0.000  -.033138 -.010367   3.38627
prodes~t    -.0237795      .00953   -2.49   0.013  -.042466 -.005093    2.4033
sector~y    -.0441757      .00965   -4.58   0.000  -.063083 -.025269   2.49109
highsk~l     .0199684       .0059    3.39   0.001   .008407  .031529   2.62421
   size2    -.0041565      .00134   -3.09   0.002  -.006792 -.001521   22.2235
 size_10     .0706565      .01576    4.48   0.000   .039763   .10155   3.64125
                                                                              
variable        dy/dx    Std. Err.     z    P>|z|  [    95% C.I.   ]      X
                                                                              
         =  .25198628
      y  = Pr(method=2) (predict, pr outcome (2))
Marginal effects after mprobit



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Linnaeus University – a firm focus on quality and competence 
 
On 1 January 2010 Växjö University and the University of Kalmar merged to form Linnaeus University. This  
new university is the product of a will to improve the quality, enhance the appeal and boost the development 
potential of teaching and research, at the same time as it plays a prominent role in working closely together with 
local society. Linnaeus University offers an attractive knowledge environment characterised by high quality and  
a competitive portfolio of skills. 
 
Linnaeus University is a modern, international university with the emphasis on the desire for knowledge, creative 
thinking and practical innovations. For us, the focus is on proximity to our students, but also on the world around 
us and the future ahead. 
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